Abstract-In this paper, a new power sharing control method for a microgrid with several distributed generation units is proposed. The presence of both inertial and non-inertial sources with different power ratings, maximum power point tracking, and various types of loads pose a great challenge for the power sharing and system stability. The conventional droop control method is modified to achieve the desired power sharing ensuring system stability in a highly resistive network. A transformation matrix is formed to derive equivalent real and reactive power output of the converter and equivalent feedback gain matrix for the modified droop equation. The proposed control strategy, aimed for the prototype microgrid planned at Queensland University of Technology, is validated through extensive simulation results using PSCAD/EMTDC software.
INTRODUCTION
The interconnections of distributed generators (DGs) in a microgrid always raise concern about system stability and coordinated control. Parallel DGs have been controlled to deliver desired real and reactive power to the system. Local signals are used as feedback to control the converters. The real and reactive power sharing can be achieved by controlling two independent quantities -the frequency and the fundamental voltage magnitude [1] [2] . The aim of a microgrid is to improve the quality and reliability of the delivered power to the load. Therefore the microgrid should appear as a single controllable load that responds to changes in the distribution system. Different micro-sources can be connected to the microgrid, such as inertial sources like diesel generator and converter interfaced sources as fuel cell or photovoltaic (PV). A diesel generator set (genset) consists of an internal combustion (IC) engine and a synchronous generator coupled on the same shaft. Such systems are widely used as backup or emergency power in commercial as well as industrial installations. Diesel gensets are also heavily used in remote locations where it is impractical or prohibitively expensive to connect to utility power [3] . Over the last few decades, there has been a growing interest in fuel cell system for power generation and identified as a suitable solution for distributed generation [4] .
Other than fuel cell, the use of new efficient photovoltaic solar cells (PVs) has emerged as an alternative measure of renewable green power, energy conservation and demand side management. [5] .
To investigate the operation of all the micro-sources together, a microgrid is planned at QUT where the main issue is decentralized power sharing and system stability. The high penetration of DGs always raises concern of system stability [6] [7] [8] . High feedback gains in power sharing controllers (to ensure desired power sharing) can lead the system to instability. It is always desired in a microgrid that all the DGs respond to any load change in a similar rate to avoid the overloading of a lagging or leading DG. In the presence of both inertial and non inertial DGs, the response time for each DG to any change in load power demand will be different. A converter interfaced DG can control its output voltage instantaneously and so the change in the power demand can be picked up quickly, while in an inertial DG, the rate of change in power output is limited by the machine inertia. To ensure that a load change is picked up by all the DGs in same rate, the rate of change in converter interfaced DGs is to be limited. Moreover, when the micro sources and the loads are not symmetrically distributed along the microgrid, highly resistive line impedance can be a great challenge to the power sharing controller.
In this paper, with the co-ordinated control of four DGs, the system stability is enhanced with derivative feedback and proper power sharing is ensured with modified droop control. To investigate the system response with the dynamics of the DG units, the sources and all the power electronic interfaces are modeled in detail. The efficacy of the proposed controller is verified by extensive simulation results using PSCAD/EMTDC software for QUT prototype microgrid system.
II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The microgrid system under consideration is shown in Fig.  1 . There are four DGs as shown; one of them is an inertial DG (diesel generator) while others are converter interfaced DGs (the PV, fuel cell and battery). There are five resistive heater loads and six induction motors. The parameters of the grid, DGs, loads and controllers are given in Appendix A. The microgrid can run both in grid connected, as well as, autonomous mode of operation. where m and n are the droop coefficients taken proportional to rated power for power sharing among the DGs, ωs is the synchronous frequency, V is the magnitude of the converter output voltage and ω is its frequency, while P and Q respectively denote the active and reactive power supplied by the converter, (The suffix rated represents the rated power). Thus the frequency and the voltage are being controlled by the active and reactive power output of the DG sources. The reference angle for the non inertial DGs is derived from the reference frequency as in [8] .
To increase the system damping and to restrict the rate of change in power output in non inertial DGs, the droop equations are modified as
In case of highly resistive lines, the main assumption of droop control (the real and reactive power is decupled in nature) is not valid. To demonstrate the modified frequency droop, a simple system with two sources and a load as shown in Fig.2 is considered. 
From the above equation, multiplying Q 1 by R D1 and subtracting the product from the multiplication of P 1 and X D1 we get ) sin( 11
In a similar way, we also get 
It is to be noted that DG-1 does not have any control over the load voltage magnitude and angle. Hence they can be assumed as constant. Thus the linearization of (3) and (4) around the nominal values of V 110 and δ 110 results in ( )
where Δ indicates the perturbed value. From (5) and (6), the output voltage magnitude and angle of a DG-1 can be written in terms of real and reactive power as,
where the impedance Z 1 and the matrix K are given by 
Defining pseudo real and reactive power and feedback gain matrixes as 
= =
The transformation matrix calculates the equivalent real and reactive power quantities and the feedback gain matrix of the converters to ensure the rating based power sharing among the DGs.
IV. CONVERTER STRUCTURE AND CONTROL
The non inertial DGs like PV, fuel cell and battery are interfaced to the microgrid through voltage source converters (VSCs) as shown in Fig. 1 . The output voltages, across the output capacitance and interfaced VSC of the PV and fuel cell are maintained by DC-DC choppers to control the power flow. The voltage control of the DG is discussed in the next section.
In this section, the VSC structure and control is discussed. The VSC structure is the same [9] and contains three single phase H-bridges. The outputs of each H-bridge are connected to single-phase transformers and the three transformers are star connected. The VSC is controlled under closed-loop feedback.
Consider the single phase equivalent circuit of the converter as shown in Fig. 3 . In this, u⋅V dc1 represents the converter output voltage, where u is the switching function that can take on ±1 value. The resistance R T represents the switching and transformer losses, while the inductance L T represents the leakage reactance of the transformers. The filter capacitor C f is connected to the output of the transformers to bypass the switching harmonics, while L f represents the output inductance of the DGs.
The main aim of the converter control is to generate u. A state feedback controller used for the VSC needs three states, converter output voltage (voltage across the capacitor v cf ), output current and the filter current. The state feedback and switching control laws are given as
where h is the hysteresis bandwidth with a small value. In (10), K is the feedback gain matrix and x * is the reference state vector. In this paper, this gain matrix is designed based on LQR method. V. MICRO SOURCE MODEL As mentioned before there are four DGs in the microgrid. The diesel generator is modeled as [3] and not shown in the paper. Other three DG models and associated power electronic controllers are discussed below.
A. Fuel Cell
Different methods have been introduced for modelling of fuel cells; however a simplified empirical model, introduced in [4] , is used in this paper. The output voltage-current characteristic of the fuel cell is given in (12). An open loop boost chopper is used at fuel cell output for regulating the necessary DC voltage V C across the capacitor. The schematic diagram of the simulated model with the output chopper is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 6 [5] . The chopper uses a PI controller in order to achieve the desired reference voltage set by the MPPT. 
C. Battery
The battery is modeled as a constant dc source voltage with series internal resistance where the VSC is connected to its output. The battery has a limitation on the duration of its generated power and depends on the amount of current supplied by it. 
A. Case 1: Grid Connected and autonomous operating modes
In this case, the microgrid operation has been investigated during grid connected and autonomous modes. In grid connected mode, each DG will generate its rated power and the extra load demand will be supplied by the grid. In autonomous mode total power demand is shared among the DGs proportional to their rating. Fig. 7 shows the system response where the grid is disconnected at 0.5 sec. and resynchronized at 1.5 sec. A smooth resynchronization can be achieved as shown in [10] . It can be seen that the system reaches steady state within 10 cycles in either case.
B. Case 2: Power sharing in autonomous mode
The response of the power sharing controller in accordance with load changes in autonomous mode is investigated in this subsection. In this case, it is assumed the system is operating in steady state while all the micro sources are connected and supplying the three 1.5 kW fan heater load. At 0.5 sec all inductions motors get connected to the microgrid and the system response is shown in Fig.8 . It can be seen the system reaches to the steady state condition within 5-6 cycles and the extra power requirement is picked up by all the DGs. The micro sources output currents are shown in Fig. 9 . For converter interfaced DGs, the change in output current are achieved within 1 cycle. The delay in change of power in the power output is due to the micro source dynamics (fuel cell and PV). 
C. Case 3: Source inertia and system damping
In the previous section it is noted that there is a finite difference in the rate of change in output current and power between the inertial and non inertial sources. As mentioned before it is always desired that all the DGs respond to any load change in a similar rate to avoid the overloading of a lagging or leading DG. In this case, it is assumed that synchronous generator, battery and fuel cell are supplying the entire network load while at 0.5 sec. the PV is also connected to the system. The total power demand is shared by all the DGs. The system response is shown in Fig. 10 . The inertia of the diesel generator and dynamics of the PV result in a large overshoot.
To limit the rate of change in power output, the proposed derivative feedback in the power sharing controller is used. System response with the derivative feedback is shown in Fig.  11 . It is obvious that derivative feedback has decreased the overshoot and improved the dynamic response of the system.
D. Case 4: Power Sharing in Highly Resistive Line
The line impedances could be highly resistive especially in rural and low voltage networks. As discussed before a highly resistive line can pose great challenges to power sharing controller as the main assumption of the conventional droop control method is not valid (The active and reactive power output from a DG is decoupled from each other.). To investigate the system response in a highly resistive network, the line impedances are changed as mentioned in Table-I . While system running in autonomous mode and the four DGs supplying all the loads, at 0.5 s, one of the 1.5 kW heater loads, "Heater1" and three induction motors M4, M5 and M6 are disconnected. Fig. 12 shows the system response with the conventional droop controller while Fig. 13 shows the response with the proposed controller given in (8) . The power sharing ratios are shown in Appendix B, Table- VII. It can be seen that the power sharing is far from desired with the conventional controller while the proposed controller ensures a proper power sharing with stable system operation. 
